Financial Aid from the Welfare Dept. of State Govt. to the SC/ST/OBC students of the
college.
Objectives of the Practice:
It is an area of rural people which is comprised of ST, SC and other Backward classes. The
socio-economic situation of the people is highly vulnerable. The main objectives of the
college is to equip them with all facilities and resources of educational su pport to the students
who can achieve their desirous goals of life. The following assistance by the welfare
department ensures the outreach of higher education to the poor students of the area.
BNJ Degree College has sound practice to obtaine the individual profile of each students who
get admission for various courses that
college offer to students coming from the rural and remote areas of plateau with low
economic back ground and meager income. Parents of such students are unable to provide
them viable and required financial support because of
So, the noble objectives of the practice are:
• To extend financial aid to the poor students, especially from the rural background to save
them from drop out of their studies/courses owing to their poverty.
• To ensure scholarship sponsored by state government to support financially all the
deserving poor students without any
discrimination of caste, creed or gender.
• To promote the sense of ‘equality’ and friendship among the students
• To impart the values of ‘generosity’ 'civics' and a ‘sense of social responsibility’
among the students.
•College is also planning with University to introduce job oriented courses
and equip them with the skill of entrepreneurship to sort out the problem of
unemployment. The expected outcome is that the students should be able to complete their
degrees with good marks. The beneficiaries should get help to rise in their career and get
opportunity to stand equally in the society.

The Context:
• BNJ college ensures that, all the documents required for scholarship grant from the welfare
department of state govt. are verified and requirements met for processing of the scholarship
form while filling the online form.
• Each and every eligible students get scholarship without any documents issues.
• College Teaching and Non-teaching staff are generous to cooperate the students in every
circumstances, specifically in money matters while students are really in extreme need.
Finance is key and backbone for academic activities and pursuing Higher Education. Our
college is opened with the vision to liberate people from the darkness of illiteracy in deep
dark tribal area. We all teaching and non teaching staff are always in step forward to help
such students who are unable to pay fees or other charges of college. We are in practice to
raise funds from ourselves and help such needy students. Apart from that, we ensure that

every student gets their stipend and other benefits in time which is provided or sponsored by
the government agencies.

The Practice:
BNJ college is located in Sisai, Gumla which has been a long history of frequent droughts
and famines. It has ravaged the rural life throwing the people into miserable conditions of
abject poverty, illiteracy and ill-health. In a situation of such dire poverty, whatever meagre
resources available are used primarily to make both ends meet. So, sending their children to
the town for higher education becomes almost impossibility for the poor parents in the rural
areas, in the context of higher education demanding higher amounts of
money. Though, sometimes, they do venture to admit their children to colleges in the town,
they are unable to give sustained financial support throughout the course of study because
agriculture, being a gamble with rain in the district of Gumla, is not a source of assured
income. So, it is evident that without financial support from an external source or government
assistance, the rural youth cannot hope to successfully complete their higher studies. The
above problems, true to its legacy of pro-poor-student attitude since
its inception of the college, has taken a firm resolve to extend all possible financial support to
the deserving students and help them to realize their fond dream of acquiring higher
education. The financial aid from government scholarship to support all the deserving poor
students without any discrimination of caste, creed or gender. The students whose parents do
not support them from their own resources. 'Poverty is bane on man' but our generosity a nd
helping attitude counter down it to a lower level.
Evidence of Success:
The success of our efforts to avail the scholarship from the state government in session wise
can be seen in the details available on our website www.bnjcollegesisai.org. Besides, on
Humanitarian grounds financial help is provided by teaching and non teaching staff in times
of need. We have a single motto to provide every means of help and support to tribal belt
students to encourage them for higher education and avail the better opportunities in life.
Best Practices - II
Title of the Practice:
Performances and participation of students in Sports and extension activities
Our students regularly participate in inter-colleges, inter-universities, state level and national
level. In these games, the performance of our students are very appreciable. The boys and the
girls team manage to bagged surprise trophies and medals for their outstanding performance
in several sport events.

Objectives of the Practice:
The main objective of promotion of sports and games is to equip the students with
both, physical and mental well being. As Aristotle says that 'sound body has sound mind'.
Youth only can bring transformation in the country and state. Now, sports offers reservation

in jobs and in academy admission too. State level champion secure their government job with
prize and honour.
BNJ College, has proven records of numerous games in which college students got
recognition, fame, name with awards and rewards too, of which records are available in the
college register and same achievements' abstract is available in below:
The Practice :
BNJ College has maintained the sound practices for boys and girls students and encouraged
them time to time to take training of games and participate in. Our sports committee is always
ready to arrange funds from university and keep to have quality of playing kits for various
games.
Girls students get special attention, safety and care while participation in out campus games.
Game instructor is always ready to groom up our students and instil the skills of success.
Practice is the key factor of success. We motivate our students to do their best in the games in
which they participate. As per tribal area, students have little exposure of various kind of
games comparatively to city based institutions. The game options are very limited to them.
But, College is trying to give maximum exposure of games and arrangement of its training.
Our college gives equally importance to both: academic excellence and sports spirit as both
are jewel to bearing human character. As per our perception, it is clear to see that sports play
vital role to shaping students character. Sports spirit release among the students a sense of
responsibility, humanity, discipline, cooperation and interdependence in achievement of
collective goal.
We impart such moral values that restore humanity at first without having any distinction of
caste, creed or ethnicity, and it is possible through the real spirit of sports. Social harmony is
becoming the challenge in the society which can be restored by valuing the sport culture.

Evidence of Success:
Our principal's office having number of shelves all filled with trophies of mementos of
several years reflect the success of our students in sports. As we have limited resources in the
college campus. The locality is the key factor to slow growth in both academy and sports too.
Jharkhand is a poor state in spite of having rich resources of minerals. After separation, state
is fighting with naxalite and bad social elements continuously. But, we are seeing that the
state is transforming slowly and gradually. The literary rate is growing rapidly. The industrial
and institutional sectors are also developing.
The following points needs attention for further development of sports:
• To avail a separate fund allocation to sports development.
• For promotion of sports culture, government must give scholarship for physical fitness and
well being of sports cadets.
• Sports activities must be mandatory to each and every student.

• In issuing the certificate, Sports activities reflect the students capability and ability in it.
•Government should recognized such remote colleges and institutions which are working in
adverse situation. To encourage them with availability of infrastructural and promotional aid.
•There is lack of Sports Stadium and trainer to focus on sports activities.
In spite of all these lacunae, our students are doing our best in available resources.

